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Serial celebrity accoster Vitalii Sediuk has
struck again, this time at Paris Fashion
Week, targeting Kim Kardashian’s der-

riere as she was entering the L’Avenue restau-
rant. Kardashian’s makeup artist caught the
Wednesday incident on video and posted it
to his Instagram account. It shows the reality
television star negotiating her way through a
crowd of paparazzi past her  black car, as
Sediuk, a former Ukrainian television reporter,
swoops in and seems to attempt to kiss
Kardashian’s posterior.

The secur i ty  detai l  i s  seen react ing
immediately and pulling him to the floor.
Paris police said that they had no immedi-
ate indication a formal complaint had been
fi led.  Sediuk also accosted model Gigi
Hadid at Milan Fashion Week saying it was
a form of protest against the use of celebri-
ty models. —AP

Man accosts Kim Kardashian
at Paris Fashion Week

File photo shows Kim Kardashian poses for photographers as she arrives for the premiere
of Verdi’s “La Traviata” at the Rome Opera House, in Rome. — AP

Rihanna, new top designers debut at Paris Fashion Week
New designer debuts from powerhouses Lanvin

and Saint Laurent - and  popstar Rihanna’s first
Paris catwalk show for Fenty Puma - marked

the start of Spring-Summer 2017  shows in the City of
Light. Here are the highlights of ready-to-wear collec-
tions.

RIHANNA CHANNELS DIVERSITY
The most striking thing about Rihanna’s catwalk

collection for Fenty Puma was the models. There has
been increasing criticism in recent years that fashion
shows in the major capitals have a dearth of models
from different ethnic backgrounds. So the popstar’s
latest outing for the sports brand garnered praise for
its use of male and female models from diverse back-
grounds.

The catwalk collection itself - Rihanna’s first in Paris
- got a more lukewarm reception. Pearl necklaces,
lace headdresses, sheer shawls, fabric fans and glim-
mering corsets took inspiration from 18th century
France. But against the backdrop of the venue, the
grand 18th century Hotel Salomon de Rothschild,
they came across as somewhat saccharine. Loose pas-
tel-colored silhouettes that floated seemed at times
overly embellished, and there was a cluttered feel to
some of the layering and gathered detailing that
moved in convergent directions. Still, there were
some nice styles - such a coat or a silken jumpsuit that
unraveled at the shoulder that captured the feeling of
hurried undress.


